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We present a theoretical framework for object-based segmentation of color images that extracts the uniformly
colored regions on an arbitrary surface all the points of which are exposed to the same set of light sources.
This segmentation is a necessary stage before shape-from-shading processing. We introduce a consistent
definition of rank and provide a complete classification of interactions among shape, surface color, and
illumination. The proposed theory is an extension of known approaches.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The shape-from-shading reconstruction, like any other inverse vision task, is based on assumptions that constrain
possible solutions. For the shape-from-shading task the
specific assumption, presumably exploited by the visual
system, is that the variations of brightness within an image are caused by gradients in surface orientation rather
than by variations of surface color or incident light." 2
This assumption is generally valid for local parts of a
scene: an adequate segmentation process is required
for locating such parts. Each region extracted in this
process corresponds to an area on the surface that is
uniformly colored and illuminated by a fixed set of light
sources. All algorithms known to the authors that solve
the shape-from-shading task apply only to regions of this
type.3 6
The segmentation process is a complicated problem for
monochrome images for which information about illuminants or surface color and shape is not available. For
multispectral images, however, the segmentation can be
elegantly performed without additional data, as recognized by Nikolaev.7 He developed a theory that classified
image fields corresponding to uniformly colored areas of
matte surfaces illuminated by a fixed set of light sources.
He also proposed several algorithms for segmentation.
Unfortunately, Nikolaev's papers7 - 9 were not available
in English until recently. Most of his results were described by Brill,10 who surveyed research of this kind of
segmentation and demonstrated that Nikolaev's theory
encompasses all others.1"-' 4 In addition, Brill improved,
extended, and clarified Nikolaev's theory on some points.
Central to Nikolaev's theory is the concept of imagefield rank. According to Brill's interpretation, the rank is
equal to the number of light sources illuminating the corresponding surface area. (Nikolaev proposed a slightly
different definition of rank, but here we shall follow Brill's
definition.) Nikolaev proposed a method for the unique
description of rank-1 and rank-2 regions. However, because of the trichromatic nature of the visual system, it
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is impossible to extend this method to regions of higher
ranks. This shortcoming was caused by an insufficient
definition of rank.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with providing a consistent definition of rank and unique descriptions
of regions of all possible ranks. Furthermore, answers
to mathematical questions that arise in relation to segmentation are provided. The definition is now possible
because of the new language for the description of interaction among illumination, surface, and viewer proposed
by Petrov.15 Let us start with this description.

2.

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RELATIONS

First consider a simplified task. Suppose that a small
patch of matte surface is situated in space and is illuminated by a single light source with a very small aperture
(see Fig. 1). The orientation of the surface can be defined
by unit normal h, and its reflectance properties by spectral reflection function R(A). The incident light can be
characterized by its direction b (unit vector) and spectral
power density function S(A).
Suppose that this patch of matte surface is then imaged by a trichromatic eye with sensitivities vi(A), where
i = 1, 2, 3 might represent long-wavelength-sensitive,
medium-wavelength-sensitive, and short-wavelengthsensitive cones in the eye. Response of ith sensor for
the patch of surface is given by
=

Tp

S(A)R(A)vi(A)dA

(1)

(here superscript T denotes matrix transposition). Note
that the effect of the illumination geometry on the response is determined by the scalar product hTp and does
not depend on the position of the viewer. By definition
this is an intrinsic property of purely matte surfaces.
Equation (1) can be represented in the more convenient
form

r = Mh,
© 1994 Optical Society of America

(2)
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all the points that have responses corresponding to the
same matrix M.
If L(r, G) denotes the linear span for all response vectors r from region G, then dim[L(r, G)] is the rank of

S(A)

region G.16

For classification purposes let us call dim L(h, G) the

rank of shape for region G and rank M the rank of color.
For the most common case of rank-3 shape, the rank of
shape is equal to the rank of color, and therefore

R(A)

dim L(r, G) = rank M.
V2 (X)
V3 ()

A1 3

Fig. 1. Small patch of matte surface illuminated by a point light
source with spectral power density function S(A); the direction at
the light source is b (unit vector). The orientation of the surface
is defined by unit normal h, and its reflectance properties by
spectral reflection function R(A). For every point of the receptive surface, three different receptors with spectral sensitivities
Pi(A) are present.

where r is a three-dimensional response vector, h a normal unit vector, and M a 3 X 3 matrix with elements

mij=

f

S(A)R(A)vj(A)pjdA

(3)

(here pj means jth coordinate of vector P). Note that
Eq. (2) is valid for all surface orientations when the surface is illuminated from the outside. This condition can
be written explicitly as

hTp k0.

(4)

Equation (2) states that the normals and the responses
are linked by linear mapping when relation (4) holds.
In the case of complex illumination, when the surface
is illuminated by a set of light sources its response equals
the sum of responses to each individual light source
(assuming that the responses of the color-sensitive detectors are linear and without saturation). Therefore
Eq. (2) is also valid for complex illumination, but in this
case matrix M is the sum of matrices corresponding to
each light source. In the case in which some of the
light sources have large apertures, integration of spatial
angles is necessary.
Matrix M is invariant under all orientations of the
normal when the set of light sources illuminating the
surface patch does not change. These normal directions
form a convex cone of admissible directions.

This cone is

defined by conditions similar to relation (4) that must be
valid for all sources from the illuminant set corresponding
to M and invalid for all other illuminants.
Now let us consider an extended area of smooth surface.
Suppose that the distance between light sources and the
surface is much greater than size of the surface, so that
the vectors p pointing to any light source are equal for
all points on the surface. Then any two points on the
surface having the same color and illuminated by the
same set of light sources have the same matrix M. Thus
we can reformulate the segmentation problem described
in Section 1 as a task of finding the regions consisting of

(5)

The remaining rank-2 and rank-1 shapes are cylindrical
surfaces and planes, respectively. These cases will be
considered separately.
One difference between the definition of color rank proposed here and Brill's definition for image-field rank is
that our definition does not allow for color rank of greater
than 3 in a trichromatic visual system. The basis for
this definition is that the distribution of light corresponding to any set of light sources can be emulated by three
chromatic light sources with small apertures [at least
formally, in cases in which S(A) can be negative and
restrictions such as relation (4) are not applied]. This
fact was missed by Nikolaev and Brill. Another difference is that the proposed definition decomposes region
rank into color rank and shape rank. This decomposition provides a powerful tool for analysis of various cases
in general terms.
In summary, Eq. (2) describes responses in arbitrary
regions. This relation provides two possible methods for
image analysis. The first considers the same surface
in different illumination conditions. As a result, one
can obtain descriptions of both illumination and shape
that are invariant to color. This possibility was explored
by Petrov.1 7 The other method of analysis is to reconstruct the metric introduced by mapping M for a given
area of the image. This approach was first proposed by
Kontsevich17 and is developed further in this paper.
The concept of rank is useful for the classification of
regions, but because there are only four possible rank
values (0, 1, 2, 3), rank does not specify regions uniquely.

Matrix M, however, could be used as a unique descriptor
for a region. In some cases it can be determined after
completion of the shape-from-shading process.6 The
intrinsic contradiction of this method is that one must
perform image segmentation beforehand, because the
analysis of shape from shading depends on knowledge of
image-segmentation results.
We consider simpler descriptors for regions that can be
obtained from the image directly.

3.

DESCRIPTORS OF IMAGE FIELDS

For further analysis it is important to remember that surface normals are of unit length. If all surface normals
were translated to the origin, their end points would thus
lie on the unit sphere. Each surface point has a corresponding point on this sphere. This is a well-known
Gaussian mapping of the surface onto the unit (Gaussian) sphere. Obviously, the mapping of surface normals
onto trichromatic response space can be considered the
superposition of the mapping of surface normals onto a
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Fig. 2. Mapping of surface normals (left) onto trichromatic response space (right) can be considered the superposition of the
mapping of surface normals onto a Gaussian sphere (middle) and
the mapping of the Gaussian sphere onto response space (right).
The images of the surface normals on the Gaussian sphere and its
image (ellipsoid) in the trichromatic response space are depicted
by the shaded regions.
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is a one-dimensional subspace in the response space, and
all response vectors of the region lie on a line passing
over the origin. This line can be determined by the unit
vector collinear with it.
Thus the main property of the rank-1 region is colinearity of its response vectors. Such a region can be described
by a single nonzero vector in response space.
Rank-2 Region for Rank-3 Shape

In this case matrix M has rank 2, which means that

Gaussian sphere and the mapping of the Gaussian sphere
onto the response space (Fig. 2). Without loss of generality we can omit the first mapping for rank-3 shapes and
consider the whole Gaussian sphere an original domain
for the second mapping.
The results of the following analysis are collected in
Table 1. In each cell, region rank and the locations of
its corresponding set of response vectors are depicted
graphically (we draw only the response vectors having
positive coordinates).'8

the image of the Gaussian sphere lies in an elliptical
area on a two-dimensional subspace of response space.
All response vectors of the field lie on a plane passing
through the origin. Moreover, all response vectors lie in
some bounded area on this plane, which is an image of
the Gaussian sphere. The plane can be determined by
two linearly independent vectors from this plane. If the
response space possesses some metric, the plane can be
determined by a vector that is orthogonal to the plane.
Thus the main property of the rank-2 region is the
coplanarity of its response vectors. Such a region can
be described by two independent response vectors in the
nonmetric case or by a single vector in the metric one.

Rank-i Region for Rank-3 Shape

Rank-3 Region for Rank-3 Shape

This is the case in which matrix M corresponding to the
region has rank 1. The image of the Gaussian sphere

In this case the matrix of the region has rank 3. Consequently, the image of the Gaussian sphere is an ellipsoid

Table 1. Rank-Guided Classification of the Image Field Loci in Relation to
Shape and Color
Rank of Shape
Rank of Color

1

2

3
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Red
91 919494 95 9898 9899 99 9897
89 90 9293 93 96 969899 10097 96
88 909191 9294 95 9596 96 9592
88 91 919293 9194 9493 9393 93
90 9090 9091 9392 9192 92 9190

Green
77 8083 8890 92 959596 98 9898
76 8286 88 93 92 9797 9710010099
80 84 8890 93 9596 9897101101100
81 85899092 92 9697 9901011t100
8187 89 9093 9396 96 9998 9897

Blue
93 95 959797 97 989696 9694 92
95 95 9695 9810097 979795 94 91
96 97 96 9997100 99 9698 9694 92
97 97 97 98 969910096 96 9594 92
96 96 9896 9910010196 9795 9191

81 85 8583 86 87 86 8587878683
81 83 848483 8384 82 8583 8281
79 7883 82 8281 8180 77 817777

84 8589 8991 9295 9596 98 9695
83 8587 89 919294 95 9494 9695
81 8487 8891 9292 91 92 949493

94 9696 9597 9695 93 949390 86
95 9497 9695 95 949591 90 8886
95 96 95 969595 929291 90 8885

88 8887 8989 9089 90 9091 9087
86 8686 8786 89 89 8888 888987
75 7878 79 807978 7675 76 7570

8386 8889 9493 9595 99 9999 96
85 8689 90 929496 9596 97 9797
80 8387 8889 89 9192 9292 9290

96 9798 9697 9898 95 969592 91
96 9596 9596 97 97 9693 929190
9595 95 9594 9493 9290 9087 84

71 7574 7574 7674 74 7571 6868
79 818487 9089 90 9091 91 9088
94 9595 9693 9493 9190 8882 78
Fig. 3. Top: Egg illuminated by three chromatic light sources (orange, green, and blue) as it is seen through three chromatic channels.
The area within the rectangular frame is illuminated by all three lights. The responses from this area were taken for computation
of the quadratic form Q. Bottom: The numerical values of the responses of the channels.

with its center at the origin of the response space. Parameters of the ellipsoid can be reconstructed from the
image field.
This ellipsoid is a unit sphere in the response-space
metric'9 induced by the mapping M. The scalar product
of two response vectors in an induced metric is equal
to the scalar product of those origins (normals). It can
be demonstrated that the symmetrical matrix Q of the
induced scalar product is related to M according to
Q

=

(M'j"M'1.

(7)

This relation is a linear equation for elements of matrix

Q. Symmetrical matrix Q is defined by six independent

0.088]

8.852

Q =104352

-4.888

5:552]_

The system of equations is redundant: there are 144
equations for 6 unknowns. However, the norms of all
response vectors calculated according to Eq. (7) are close
Table 2. Norm Values rTQr of the Responses
Taken in a Set of Points of a Real Color Image

(6)

The ellipsoid is completely determined by the matrix Q.
The matrix Q can be easily obtained from the image
field. When its normals have unit length, the following
relation is valid:

rTQr=1.

-3.525
F3.312

1.00
1.07
1.02
1.04
1.02
0.99
0.98
0.94
0.97
0.98
1.00
1.00

1.01
0.98
1.01
1.00
0.97
1.00
0.95
0.98
0.94
1.01
0.98
1.00

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.98
1.01
1.02
0.97
0.98
1.00
0.96
0.99
1.01

0.99
0.94
1.03
1.00
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.04

0.98
1.01
0.99
0.96
1.03
1.01
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.97
1.03

0.98
1.05
1.05
1.03
1.05
1.02
1.01
0.99
1.00
1.01
0.98
1.01

1.01
1.01
1.03
1.06
1.08
1.04
1.03
1.01
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.03

0.97
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.01
0.99
1.05
0.96
1.02
1.00

0.98
1.00
1.02
1.03
1.05
1.06
0.99
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.01
0.99

0.99
1.01
1.05
1.06
1.01
1.04
0.99
1.03
0.96
0.98
1.00
1.03

0.97
1.01
1.04
1.05
0.98
1.02
0.98
0.97
1.00
1.01
0.98
1.00

0.96
0.97
1.02
1.02
0.97
0.97
0.99
0.96
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.93

parameters; therefore at least six independent equations
are necessary. Matrix Q can be used to describe the
rank-3 region individually.

Example
A real egg was illuminated by three colored lights (orange,
green, and blue). The image of the egg was obtained by
a camcorder with 128 levels in each chromatic channel.
The recording of the channels is shown in Fig. 3. The
area bounded by a rectangle (12 x 12 pixels) was illuminated by all three light sources; it was selected for calculation of the matrix Q. The matrices of the responses are
provided in Fig. 3 below the corresponding images. The
solution of the system of linear equations [Eq. (7)] for all
responses in the area is

Fig. 4. Cylindrical surface illuminated by an arbitrary set of
distant light sources. The luminance along the cylinder axis is
constant.
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to a value of 1 (see Table 2 for the individual results).
The mean square error per point is as small as 2.84%.
Case of Rank-1 and Rank-2 Shapes
So far, we have considered only the case of rank-3 shapes.
The reason for this is that segmentation for shapes of
lower ranks is easy, though based on different principles.
Let us now consider these cases.
We noted above that the rank-i shapes are exact
planes. According to formula (2), the response vectors
for all points on a plane are equal for any rank of color.
This property can be recognized on projection.
Rank-2 shapes are cylinders. Cylindrical surfaces can
be recognized on the projection on the basis of their regularity, unrelated to the rank. A cylinder is invariant to
spatial translations along its axis; therefore the projection of any cylinder is invariant to translations along the
projection of its axis. Thus the region corresponding to a
cylindrical surface can be defined by the direction of the
cylinder axis: points of the surface on any line parallel to
the cylinder axis have the same orientation, and therefore
they have the same response vectors on the projection, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

4.

CONCLUSION

We have introduced new concepts of color rank and surface rank and presented a working definition of region
rank for color images. On the basis of these definitions
we have presented a complete classification for the regions of a homogeneously colored Lambertian surface illuminated by an arbitrary, constant set of light sources,
and we provided descriptors that uniquely specify each region. The segmentation based on the proposed descriptors is geometry insensitive but is sensitive to changes of
set of illuminants and surface color. This segmentation
is a necessary preparatory step to the shape-from-shading
processing.
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